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In applied biological control traditional systematics provides a means of identification,
names to designate the species, an organized system for re- cording information, and clues for
searching. A perfected classification should do more than that. It should provide answers to many
questions that perplex biologists now in connection with forms below the level of the old
morphological concept called a species. However, there is a wide gap between perfected classification and the greater number of those now in use.
In perfected classifications organisms are arranged in ascending order according to
phylogenetic relationships. Classifications that express natural relationships are final works
dependent on a knowledge of a species variations and affinities throughout its entire geographical
range. Systematists may aspire to prepare classifications that conform to evolutionary history but
the greater number of classifications are highly artificial and based on the gross morphological
characters most easily seen in dead insects.
In fighting insects biologically, some entomologists work with living insects, and the
purpose of their research is to learn what insects do. Living insects have both static and dynamic
characters. The latter may be expressed in different host and habitat preferences, climatic
adaptability, host reactions, ovi- positional instincts, etc. An understanding of the dynamic
characters of a species is the principal purpose of biological studies.
The greater number of systematists work with dead insects as mu- seum specimens
which have static characters only. As a matter of necessity the systematist's attention is focused on
the structural characters of adult insects, and these features become the object of his study quite
apart from the bionomics of the organism.
If all the modes of divergence which characterize living insects were reflected in the
skeletal structures of the adults, a source of conflict between systematists and biologists might be
reduced or perhaps eliminated. When insects exhibit morphological similarity and biological
dissimilarity a source of possible conflict exists. The systematist classifies them as the same and the
biologist as different.
Those working with living insects often proclaim that classifications based on
structure alone are outmoded. They seem to overlook the need for a framework based on
structural characters to provide fixed points of reference in
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